
Smiley Monroe Cleated Belts  help
maximise upt ime for  Coveya

COVEYA CASE STUDY

We've built a reputation for supplying reliable
conveyors which get the job done. When our
machines are out on hire, every hour is
costing the customer money and so to suffer
a breakdown can have major knock-on effects
on their operation and require us to provide a
service team. Finding the right conveyor belt
for the job was key and having a supplier like
Smiley Monroe with so much knowledge,
state-of-the-art manufacturing facilities and
excellent customer service has been
instrumental to the success of the Invader.” 

MARTIN PILLAR – PROJECT MANAGER, COVEYA
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Solutions

smileymonroe.com

Coveya’s Invader 45 is designed to handle big

jobs in tight spaces. At just 4m or 6m long and

450mm wide the Invader 45 is lightweight,

portable and powerful shifting up to 50 tonnes of

material per hour.   Being fitted with a conveyor

belt that can handle the pace is imperative to it's

success. The Invader, has been used for

everything from excavating basements in central

London to restoring the floors in the historic Eton

College, Windsor.

Maximising uptime and long service life are

fundamentally important to Coveya who offer the

Invader both to purchase and as part of their hire

fleet. The conveyor belt needs to be lightweight

enough to allow the Invader to remain easily

portable in confined locations but offer the wear

life and performance required for a wide range of

applications.

. 

Smiley Monroe engineers recommended a fabric-

backed base belt with reinforced cross cleats

(two per row) to provide the end user with a

lightweight belt that runs smoothly at speed

whilst providing adequate protection from

carryback and material spillage when used at an

incline. Manufactured at HQ in Northern Ireland,

UK, the reinforced cleats are hot moulded to the

belt’s carrying surface to ensure superior

adhesion and wear life – something which is

imperative when dealing with construction and

demolition waste and other harsh materials. 



“Breakdowns are often caused
by belt damage or issues caused
by a build of carryback material
or spillage so it was important for
us as a supplier to safeguard
against as many of these issues
as possible when recommending
the correct conveyor belt.” 

JOHN HANCOCK,  BUSINESS

DEVELOPMENT, SMILEY

MONROE GROUP

Coveya chose fabric reinforced cross cleats to ensure their
belts could withstand harsh construction and demolition
waste. Smiley Monroe customers can choose from a wide
range of stock cross-cleats, side rails and chevron patterns to
create a custom belt for their particular application.

Reinforced cross-cleats

Reinforced cross-cleats and side rail are hot moulded to the
belt's carrying surface to ensure maximum adhesion and wear
life. Cross-cleats and side rail can also be used to prevent
problems such as material spillage or material carryback which
ultimately lead to costly maintenance and downtime. A wide
range of base belt options including ToughFlex, Fabric Breaker
and Ripstop are also available to maxiise belt service life.

Maximise uptime

Manfactured to DIN22102 and Smiley Monroe standards in our
state-of-the-art facility,Smiley Monroe belts are routinely
inspected and quality tested in our in-house belt-testing lab.

Consistent Quality

WHY SMILEY MONROE HOT CLEATED BELTS?

smileymonroe.com

With over 40 years experience under our belts, we've stayed
close to our customers to understand your machine, your
material and your application. We thrive on problem solving
and are determined to provide our customers with products
which offer maximum uptime, wear life and process efficiency. 

Technical Know-How & Product Support

Speak to our team of engineers today. For more info email:
hello@smileymonroe.com


